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Abstract 

Objectives: Asthma and allergy are stressful conditions that require coping strategies and 

social support to reduce stress and enhance health-promoting behavior. However, research is 

limited regarding coping and social support in asthma and allergy. The aim was to better 

understand use of different coping strategies and perceived social support in low and high 

severity (exacerbation frequency) of asthma and allergy. Methods: Population-based data were 

used to provide ratings of coping strategies (Study I) and social support (Study II) from 124 and 

94 participants, respectively, with asthma and/or allergy, categorized as low or high in severity. 

Problem- and emotion-focused coping strategies were assessed as well as emotional, instrumental 

and informative social support from seven sources. Results: Study I showed that avoiding certain 

environments (problem-based coping) and trying to accept one’s situation (emotion-based) were 

the most commonly used coping strategies. These behaviors did not differ due to severity. Study 

II showed that more emotional than instrumental and informative support was perceived. The 

highest rated support sources were the partner, family members, and the healthcare system. More 

social support was reported in low compared to high asthma/allergy severity. Conclusion: The 

most commonly used coping strategies in the population of persons with these four types of 

asthma and allergy are avoiding certain environments and trying to accept one’s situation. More 

emotional support than instrumental and informative is perceived to be received, and most of the 

support is received from one’s partner and other family members, and least from authorities and 

patient associations/support groups. 
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Introduction 

Despite contradicting results [1], an increasing number of persons worldwide suffer from asthma 

and allergy [2-3]. Prevalence rates for Sweden are 8.3% for asthma [1], 13-17% for allergic 

rhinitis [4], and 11-15% for atopic dermatitis [5]. The symptomology is characterized by 

shortness of breath and wheezing in allergic and non-allergic asthma, by nasal congestion and 

discharge in allergic rhinitis, and by skin lesion and eczema in atopic dermatitis. With the 

exception of non-allergic asthma (caused by e.g. exercise and cold air), these conditions are 

referred to as atopy.  

Asthma/allergy has been found to be associated with distress, such as stress, anxiety, 

depression, worries and mental and physical exhaustion (burnout) [6-12], which might act 

directly on somatic disease via enhanced activation of the immune system [13]. Importantly, the 

illness itself may be a stressful factor that can increase the need and usage of coping strategies 

[14] and social support [15]. At present, most patients take medication for controlling their 

asthma/allergy symptoms since immunotherapy may not be easily accessible. However, coping 

strategies and social support may not only alleviate the stress and other aspects of distress 

associated with asthma/allergy, but may also alleviate the asthma/allergy. Wright [16] has in a 

review provided strong support for the impact of stress on neuroimmunoregulation and oxidative 

stress pathways, which, in turn, may affect biological hypersensitivity to environmental stimuli 

characteristic of atopic disorders. The main objective of the present study was therefore to 

investigate use of coping strategies and social support in asthma and allergy. 

Coping is defined as thoughts, behaviors and actions to solve problems, handle emotions, 

and thereby reduce stress, and the individual’s personal experience with effective coping 

strategies is the basis for the selected strategy used in a particular situation, and reflects personal 
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coping style [17]. The positive or negative effect of different coping strategies depends on the 

situation. The most referred types of coping strategies are problem- and emotion-focused [17]. 

Emotion-focused coping includes acknowledging, understanding and expressing the emotion, and 

is more likely to occur in taxing, unpredictable and uncontrollable situations that persons appraise 

as unchangeable, which is important in order to avoid and prevent depression. Problem-focused 

coping, on the other hand, includes analyzing, reducing or eliminating stressors, is more likely to 

be used in situations that are perceived as threatening or dangerous, but believed to be susceptible 

to change [17-18].  

Social support is an important part of coping, and can help either in solving a problem that 

a stressor poses, or to comfort and help dealing with the emotions that the stressor elicits. It can 

be defined as the perception of being cared for, accepted and esteemed by others [19], and is 

often divided into emotional, instrumental and informative support [20-21]. Extensive literature 

shows beneficial effects of adequate social support in chronic disease [22] and in promoting 

health behavior [15]. Social support may affect coping according to the main-effect hypothesis, 

suggesting that the individual with strong perception of social support has a feeling of being 

loved and cared for, which has a permanent positive effect on the individual’s general health [23-

24]. In that sense the support may serve as a resource of coping by influencing the choice of 

coping strategy in a stressful situation [25]. In order for social support to be stress-reducing it has 

been proposed that it must match the stressor [16, 26]. Thus, specific needs should be met by 

specific types of social support, meaning that also the sources of support must be specific to the 

stressor. In disease, in particular, specific needs can be met by specific sources. For instance, 

information about the disease and its treatment is presumably best provided by healthcare 

professionals, information about societal resources and rights by associations and support groups, 

and emotional support by family and friends. 
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There is clearly a lack of studies on social support in both allergic rhinitis and atopic 

dermatitis [27]. Due to these conditions being associated with stress [12-13], and since social 

support buffers against stress [15], there is reason to believe that atopic mechanisms underlying 

asthma that are related to social support through mediation of stress also may be valid for allergic 

rhinitis and atopic dermatitis.  

The close relation between coping and social support calls for a broad approach by 

investigating both aspects for better understanding their role in asthma and allergy. The apparent 

importance of type and source of social support, motivates a broad approach in such 

investigations as well as different types of coping strategies. Furthermore, the role of asthma 

severity in quality of life [28] evokes the question as to whether severity of asthma/allergy plays 

a role in coping and social support.  

The general aim of this work, by means of two studies, was to gain better understanding for 

use of different coping strategies and various types and sources of social support in low and high 

severity of asthma/allergy (frequency of symptom exacerbation). In Study I we investigated use 

of problem- and emotion-focused coping strategies in low and high severity, and in Study II we 

studied perceived social support of different types from different sources in low and high 

severity. The types of social support included instrumental, emotional and informational coping, 

and the sources of support included the partner, other family members, friends, co-workers, the 

healthcare system, authorities, and patient associations/support groups. This was addressed by 

use of data from a population-based questionnaire study. Whereas specific types of asthma and 

allergy may be addressed in future studies, a first step was taken here to study coping strategies 

and social support in asthma and allergy in general that included allergic and non-allergic asthma, 

allergic rhinitis and atopic dermatitis. 
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Methods 

Study population and study groups 

The two studies were conducted within the Västerbotten Environmental Health Study, which is 

an embracing name for different investigations on the same general population regarding various 

forms of environmental hypersensitivity. The study population, inhabitants in the county of 

Västerbotten in Northern Sweden, has an age and sex distribution that is similar to that of Sweden 

in general [29]. A random sample, drawn from the municipal register, of 8600 individuals aged 

18 to 79 years was invited to participate. The sample was stratified for age and gender according 

to the age strata 18-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60-69, and 70-79 years. Of the 8600 individuals, 

8520 could be reached, among whom 3406 (40.0%) volunteered to participate. Age and sex 

distributions for the sample have been described previously [30].  

The individuals selected for the two studies had one or several of the diagnoses i) allergic 

asthma, ii) non-allergic asthma, iii) allergic rhinitis, and iv) atopic dermatitis that they reported 

had been given by a physician, which constituted the asthma/allergy group. If they had other 

diagnoses of environmental sensitivities (e.g. multiple chemical sensitivity), inclusion required 

that they reported the asthma/allergy to be more disturbing than the other environmental 

sensitivity. Additional inclusion criteria were responding to questions in the questionnaire about 

frequency of asthma/allergy exacerbations (Study I and II), coping strategies (Study I) and social 

support (Study II).  

One hundred and eighty-seven participants met the inclusion criteria for Study I, of which 

124 had low frequency of asthma/allergy symptom exacerbation, and 63 had high frequency. The 

two subgroups are described in Table 1 with respect to demographics and diagnoses given by a 

physician, including number of comorbid and multimorbid forms of asthma/allergy. The entire 
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population-based sample (n=3406) is described as well for comparison. One-way analyses of 

variance (ANOVAs) and chi-square analyses showed no significant differences between the two 

symptom frequency groups in Study I on any of the descriptive variables in Table 1 (p>0.12), 

with the exception of the diagnosis multiple chemical sensitivity being more prevalent in the high 

frequency group (p<0.05).  

[Table 1 about here] 

Ninety-four participants met the inclusion criteria for Study II, of which 57 had low 

frequency of asthma/allergy symptom exacerbation, and 37 had high frequency. As for Study I, 

the two subgroups are described in Table 1 with respect to demographics and diagnoses given by 

a physician. One-way ANOVAs and chi-square analyses showed no significant difference 

between the two symptom frequency groups in Study II on any of the variables in Table 1 

(p>0.27). 

 

Questionnaire instruments 

The questionnaire included questions pertaining to demographics, physician-based diagnoses, and 

questions about coping strategies and social support. Frequency of asthma/allergy symptom 

exacerbation was assessed with the question “How often do you in general have asthma/allergy 

exacerbations?” (daily/once or a few times per week/once or a few times per month). Once or a 

few times per month (monthly) was considered as low in exacerbation frequency, and daily and 

once or a few times per week (weekly) were considered as high in frequency.  

Coping strategies were assessed with four statements about problem-focused strategies, and 

four statements about emotion-focused strategies which are shown in Table 2. Each statement 

was rated on a 7-point scale ranging from ’Not at all (0)’ to ’A very large extent (6)’, and used 

separately in the analysis. The absolute zero point, representing no use at all, and the use of 
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equidistant scale numbers with descriptors only at the end points, implies that the procedure 

would provide ratio-scale data. An almost identical version of this instrument has previously been 

used to study coping in chemical intolerance [31]. The statements were based on theories by 

Lazarus and Folkman [17], and effort was made to fit the statements to the study population’s 

everyday hassles and needs.  

 [Table 2 about here] 

Social support was assessed with the three questions “To what extent do you perceive that 

you receive (1) understanding for…, (2) help with information about…, and (3) practical help 

with… …your asthma/allergy?” Thus, the questions referred to emotional support 

(operationalized as understanding), instrumental support (practical help), and informative support 

(help with information). For each question the participant was instructed to respond with respect 

to each of seven social support sources: one’s partner, other family members, friends, coworkers, 

the healthcare system, authorities, and patient associations/support groups. Each of these 21 items 

was rated on a 7-point scale ranging from “Not at all (0)” to “To a very large extent (6)”, 

identical with the scale for coping strategies. As for the assessment of coping, an almost identical 

version of this instrument has previously been used to study social support in chemical 

intolerance [31].  

 

Procedure 

The participants were mailed the questionnaire, to be returned by mail with prepaid postage. 

Non-responders received up to two reminders. All participants responded to the questionnaire 

during the period March-April, 2010, before the onset of the pollen season in Västerbotten. The 

study was conducted in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration and approved by the Umeå 

Regional Ethics Board (Dnr 09-171M). All participants gave their informed consent to 
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participate.  

   

Statistical analysis 

The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS, IBM Corp., IBM SPSS Statistics for 

Windows, Version 22.0, Armonk, NY, USA) was used to analyze the data. One-way ANOVAs 

and chi-square analyses (Fisher’s exact test for cell count < 5) were computed to compare the two 

severity groups, separately for Study I and II, with respect to demographics and diagnoses given 

by a physician (Table 1). To test whether type of strategy and disease severity were associated 

with degree of usage of coping, two-way mixed model ANOVAs were conducted in Study I. 

Separate ANOVAs were conducted for problem-focused and emotion-focused strategies, with 

type of strategy (four levels for both problem- and emotion-focused strategies) as a within group 

factor, and symptom frequency (two levels: low and high) as a between group factor. To test 

whether type of support, source of support and disease severity were associated with degree of 

perceived social support, a three-way mixed model ANOVA was conducted in Study II. Support 

type (three levels: understanding, practical help, and help with information) and support source 

(seven levels: one’s partner, other family members, friends, co-workers, the healthcare system, 

authorities, and patient associations/support groups) were used as within-group factors, and 

symptom frequency (two levels: low and high) as a between-group factor. Greenhouse-Geisser 

correction was applied in all ANOVAs. The α-level was set at 0.05, except for post-hoc analyses 

with one- or two-way ANOVAs comparing pairs of support sources, for which an α-level of 0.01 

was chosen due to a large number of pairwise comparisons. 

 

Results 
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Study I: Coping strategies 

Mean ratings of usage of problem-focused or emotion-focused coping strategies are presented in 

Figure 1. Results from the two-way ANOVAs are presented in Table 3. There was a significant 

association between strategy type and degree of usage of coping for both problem- and emotion-

focused coping, but no significant association between symptom frequency and usage of coping, 

and no significant strategy type × symptom frequency interaction. Regarding problem-focused 

coping, post-hoc, one-way ANOVAs showed that “avoiding environments” (used most; Figure 1) 

was used to a significantly larger degree than “seeking information” (used least; p < 0.01). No 

other significant pair-wise differences were found. For emotion-focused coping, post-hoc, one-

way ANOVAs showed that “trying to accept the situation” was used to a significantly larger 

degree than “re-prioritizing” and “eating, drinking and smoking”, that “re-prioritizing” was used 

to a larger degree than “eating, drinking and smoking”, and that “trying not to think about it” was 

used to a larger degree than “eating, drinking and smoking” (p < 0.01; Figure 1). No other 

significant pair-wise differences were found. In absolute terms, the two most used problem-

focused strategies were “avoiding environments” and “seeking healthcare”, and the two most 

used emotion-focused strategies were “trying to accept the situation” and “trying not to think 

about it”. The ratings for these strategies had a mean corresponding to the upper half of the scale 

used (from ‘Not at all (0)’ to ‘To a very large extent (6)’). 

[Figure 1 and Table 3 about here] 

 

Study II: Social support 

Mean ratings of perceived social support for the two symptom frequency groups are presented in 

Figure 2. Results from the three-way ANOVA, presented in Table 4, yielded significant 

associations between support type and degree of social support, between support source and 
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degree of social support, and between symptom frequency and degree of social support, and 

significant support type × support source and support type × support source × symptom 

frequency interactions.   

These results suggest that more understanding (emotional) than practical help 

(instrumental) and help with information (informational) was perceived to be received (Figure 2). 

For support source, most support was perceived to be received from one’s partner, other family 

members, and the healthcare system, followed by friends, and then by co-workers. Least support 

was perceived to be received from authorities and patient associations/support groups, 

independent of symptom frequency. The association between symptom frequency and degree of 

social support can be referred to higher social support in low symptom frequency than in high 

frequency (Figure 2). 

In absolute terms, degree of emotional support varied from moderate to fairly high 

symptom exacerbation frequency, whereas instrumental and informational support varied from 

fairly low to moderate (cf. Figure 2). These variations within support type can partly be referred 

to support source and partly to symptom frequency of asthma/allergy exacerbation. Thus, in 

general, moderate to fairly high support was perceived to be received from the partner, other 

family members, and the healthcare system; moderate support from friends and co-workers; fairly 

low to moderate support from authorities; and low support from patient associations/support 

groups. For symptom frequency, moderate to fairly high social support was perceived among 

those with low symptom frequency, and fairly low to moderate support among those with high 

frequency (Figure 2). 

The significant interaction between support type and support source motivated further post-

hoc, two-way ANOVAs. These yielded significant interactions when including the support types 

understanding and practical help, understanding and help with information and practical help and 
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help with information. This suggests that the order of degree of social support from the different 

support sources differs between all three support types (cf. Figure 2).  

The three-way ANOVA, (support type × support source × symptom frequency), yielding a 

significant interaction, may predominantly be referred to lower rather than higher support in 

higher symptom frequency compared to low severity regarding practical help from the partner. 

 [Figure 2 and Table 4 about here] 

Post-hoc, two-way (support type × support source) ANOVAs showed significantly higher 

ratings for understanding than for practical help, and for understanding than for help with 

information, but no significant difference between practical help and help with information. The 

post-hoc, two-way (support type × support source) ANOVAs further showed significant 

differences between all pairs of support sources (p < 0.01), except for between one’s partner and 

other family members, one’s partner and the healthcare system, other family members and the 

healthcare system, friends and the healthcare system, and authorities and associations/support 

groups (cf. Figure 2).  

 

Discussion 

A broad approach was taken in the present work to gain understanding for important aspects of 

coping usage and perceived social support in low and high severity of asthma and allergy. These 

aspects included type of coping strategy as well as type and source of social support. 

The results showed that the most used coping strategies in the sample were avoiding certain 

environments and seeking health care (problem focused), to accept the situation, and to not think 

about the asthma/allergy (emotion focused). Regarding avoiding the environment that might 

affect one’s health, previous studies have found that avoidance-oriented strategies can in fact 
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affect health in a negative way, as it may result in more effective coping strategies not being used 

[32]. One effective strategy is accepting the situation, which can be a better way of handling the 

disease compared to avoiding environments, which instead can lead to isolation [33] as it may 

results in decreased opportunities for social support, and probably also the amount of perceived 

social support. Thus, accepting the situation taps on the concepts of acknowledging and 

understanding it, and consequently the emotions that arise from it. 

Yellowless and associates [34] have studied denial in asthma (using the term avoidance), 

and found it to be a commonly adapted strategy among asthmatics, and described by the authors 

to protect against fear, anxiety and depression. This coping strategy can in the current study be 

referred to as “trying not to think about the asthma/allergy”, which, in accordance with the study 

by Yellowless and associates, was found to be commonly used. Denial is a form of emotional 

regulation such that the way the individual thinks about the stressor is modified, rather than 

modifying the stressor itself. It has been found to be a significant risk factor for asthma attacks, 

attendance at hospital emergency departments, and near-fatal asthma attacks [35].  

Acceptance may be an important factor when handling the emotions surrounding everyday 

life in chronic illness, such as asthma/allergy. Trying to accept the situation was found to be the 

most commonly used emotion-focused strategy. This is a positive outcome since acceptance in 

prior studies has been found to result in decreased distress [36], to be the best adaptive coping 

strategy among asthmatics [37], and to be critical in decreasing disease severity [38]. Taken 

together, these results support prior findings of accepting the situation being a common strategy 

[33].  

In contrast to results of Sexton et al. [39], no significant difference between high and low 

severity was presently found. The discrepancy between studies may be due to the participants in 
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that study being categorized as mild, moderate and severe in asthma based on medical records of 

pulmonary function, whereas the categorization in the present studies was based on self-reports. 

Regarding social support, the results suggest, in general, that persons with asthma/allergy 

perceive more emotional (understanding) than instrumental (practical help) and informational 

(help with information) support. However, the order of degree of social support from the different 

support sources was found to differ to some extent depending on support type, which is in line 

with previous research [40-41]. Thus, most support appears to be given from a partner and family 

members, and least support from support groups and authorities.  

It has been proposed that for social support to be health beneficial it should match the 

stressor [26]. Thus, specific needs, especially in cases of disease, should be met by specific types 

of social support, meaning that also the source of support should be specific to the stressor. In this 

sample the main type of support that the participants were given was emotional support of 

understanding. Even if support is provided from the required source it may still not be sufficient 

for the afflicted person. A previous study of asthmatics reported the main support sources to be 

the partner and family members, but that the support was not perceived to be enough, and that 

those closest to the asthmatic persons did not know what it was like to live with the illness [42].  

The present results suggest that those with less severe asthma/allergy receive more social 

support than those with a more severe condition. It is possible that persons surrounding those 

with asthma/allergy may not have the stamina to maintain a good support system, and that the 

persons with severe asthma/allergy may choose to limit their contact with those who they 

perceive as non-supporting [43]. It is reasonable to assume that the extent of social support 

provided by the surrounding will decline over time, as the afflicted individual develops more 

efficient coping strategies to deal with the condition. Moreover, for social support, authorities 

were not clearly defined in this study, although the concept was intended to be referring to the 
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social insurance agency, or other similar instances, which is part of the Swedish Government 

Agency that is responsible for large parts of the public welfare system. 

There are strengths and limitations of the two studies to be mentioned. The inhabitants in 

the county of Västerbotten in Northern Sweden have an age and sex distribution that is similar to 

that of Sweden in general [29]. This enhances the possibility of generalization to persons with 

asthma/allergy in the general Swedish population and other similar populations. However, among 

the randomly selected individuals, only 40% volunteered. This is a somewhat low percentage, 

with consequences for the representativeness. Information on age and gender was available for 

those who declined participation in this study, and the largest proportion of non-responders was 

found among young men. However, how this may have affected the results is difficult to say. 

Other limitations of this study regard the questions used for assessing coping strategies and social 

support since these have not been validated. They can be considered to have good face validity 

[44], although this aspect of validity may not be considered as particularly important. 

Yet another limitation is that a rather large proportion of the participants did not respond to 

questions about social support. A possible reason may be that some of the sources of support 

were not applicable due to not having a partner or coworkers, or due to purposely limiting the 

contact with those who they perceive as non-supporting [43].  

In the questionnaire instrument for social support there was no alternative for the 

participants to state that the support source was not applicable. This is a limitation since not 

responding to a certain source may be due to purposely having excluded contact with those who 

were perceived as non-supporting. This may have resulted in an overestimation of the degree of 

perceived support. Another limitation regarding coping strategies is that other strategies than 

those eight assessed in this study may be used in asthma/allergy. The questionnaire used was 

chosen since it was successfully used in another type of environmental intolerance [31], and since 
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no validated instrument is available for asthma/allergy. Thus, future studies should aim at 

developing an asthma/allergy-specific questionnaire instrument for coping and social support. In 

addition, future large-scale studies are needed for investigating coping and social support in 

different types of asthma/allergy.        

In conclusion, despite the limitations, the results from the samples in the present two 

studies suggest that avoiding certain environments, seeking health care, trying to accept the 

situation, and not thinking about the condition are commonly used problem- and emotion-focused 

coping strategies in the population of persons with the studied forms of asthma/allergy. 

Regarding perceived social support, the findings suggest that, in general, emotional support 

among persons with asthma/allergy is provided more than instrumental and informative support, 

and that most support is given from one’s partner and other family members, and least from 

authorities and patient associations/support groups. 
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Table 1. Demographics and diagnoses for the participants in Study 1 and 2 with monthly 

(low) and daily/weekly (high) frequency of asthma/allergy exacerbation and for the entire 

sample. 

 
Study 1 

Coping strategies 

Study 2  

Social support 

Entire 

sample 

 Low 

(n=124) 

High 

(n=63) 

Low 

(n=57) 

High 

(n=37) 

 

(n=3406) 

Women (%) 62.9 66.7 59.6 64.9 55.7 

Age (mean ± SD) 42.5±14.8 45.5±17.4 44.1±16.0 44.6±16.7 55.2±16.8 

Duration of illness (years) 25.3±14.1 21.0±15.3 25.8±16.3 24.8±16.4  

Married/partner (%) 76.0 69.8 69.1 70.3 73.9 

University studies (%) 55.7 50.0 48.2 52.8 41.8 

Smoking regularly (%) 8.2 11.1 10.7 16.2 8.8 

Physical exercise (%)      

Once a month or more 

seldom 

14.0 12.7 12.5 10.8 12.9 

2-4 times a month 27.3 23.8 26.8 32.4 20.0 

2-3 times a week 38.0 38.1 32.1 35.1 37.9 

More than 3 times/week 20.7 25.4 28.6 21.6 29.2 

Perceived general health (%)      

Excellent 8.9 3.2 10.5 5.6 10.6 

Very good 35.5 33.9 31.6 33.3 29.4 

Good 39.5 38.7 35.1 41.7 34.2 

Fairly good 14.5 19.4 19.3 16.7 22.4 

Poor 1.6 4.8 3.5 2.8 3.4 

Physician-based diagnosis (%)      

Allergic asthma 41.9 25.4 50.9 37.8 4.8 

Non-allergic asthma 19.4 19.0 17.5 16.2 3.8 

Allergic rhinitis 64.5 74.6 63.2 78.4 8.7 

Atopic dermatitis 15.3 15.9 15.8 10.8 2.6 

One asthma/allergy type 64.5 69.8 59.7 62.2 11.7 

Two asthma/allergy types 29.8 25.4 33.3 32.4 3.4 

Three asthma/allergy types 5.6 4.8 7.0 5.4 0.5 
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Four asthma/allergy types 0 0 0 0 0 

MCS* 3.2 12.7 5.3 16.2 3.3 

NBRS** 0.8 4.8 1.8 5.4 1.4 

*Multiple chemical sensitivity, **Non-specific building-related symptoms 
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Table 2. The problem- and emotions-focused statements about coping strategies used for 

assessment, and analyzed separately. 

Problem-focused coping strategies  

You ask others to explore the environment before you go to a place you suspect will affect 

your asthma and/or allergy. 

You seek information about asthma and/or allergies. 

You seek health care for you asthma and/or allergy. 

You avoid environments you know will affect your asthma and/or allergies. 

Emotion-focused coping strategies  

You try to accept your situation with asthma and/or allergies and make the best of it. 

You try to re-prioritize how important different things are to you. 

You try not to think about your asthma/allergy. 

You make yourself feel better by eating, drinking or smoking. 
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Table 3. Results from two-way analyses of variance, separate for problem- and 

emotion-focused coping, for testing whether type of strategy and frequency of 

symptom (disease severity) were associated with degree of usage of coping. 

  

 F-value p-value 

Problem-focused   

   Type of strategy (TS) 20.14 <0.05 

   Frequency of symptom (FS)  1.30 0.309 

   TS x FS 1.37 0.297 

Emotion-focused    

   Type of strategy (TS) 66.27 <0.001 

   Frequency of symptom (FS) 0.20 0.695 

   TS x FS 3.28 0.058 
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Table 4. Results from three-way analyses of variance for testing 

whether type and source of support and frequency of symptom 

(disease severity) were associated with degree of social support. 

 F-value p-value 

Type of support (TS) 60.12 <0.001 

Source of support (SS) 31.75 <0.001 

Frequency of symptom (FS) 7.10 <0.05 

TS × SS 7.74 <0.001 

TS × FS 1.13 0.323 

SS × FS 1.12 0.346 

TS × SS × FS 2.38 <0.05 

 

 




